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User should obtain One Time Password to access their personal account after image authentication. Next,
perform DNS poisoning for unlogged in user device. Internet or inter-network of these devices help make
rapid progress in the technology making the world a better place to live in. This is reason might be challenge
to design embedded system because need to conform to specific set of constraint for application. Captive
portal technique also use in this research for preventing user from access network until authentication occur.
Linux is powerful and unique operating system compared with other operating system such as Windows and
Macintosh Hussain A. The system also does not support duplex communication between client and server.
Some businesses, for example, have guests pay for their usage, when they log-in or use the portal as a
billboard and sell ad space to other companies. Video-based application are require large amount of bandwidth
because content video and audio in there. However, some problem about wireless network is security.
Bandwidth management is a generic term that describes the various techniques, technologies, tools and
policies employed by an organization to enable the most efficient use of its bandwidth resources Lockias
Chitanana, Another challenge for embedded system design is perform an accurate worst case design analysis
on system with statistical performance characteristic. Often, captive portals display as login interfaces to guest
WiFi connections, like those you find in restaurants, cafes, airport lounges, and hotel business centers.
Subsequently, Java RMI use for providing authority to administrator by stopping any illegal process and
enable to monitor whole of LAN. TTL should complete prevent user device from cache an incorrect IP
address. According that statement, this paper has been proposed transparent proxy and captive portal to get
application work with it. So, user have authenticate by using captive portal. According to article Survey on
One Time Password, One Time Password are form of strong authentication, provide much better protection to
online bank account, corporate network and other system that contain sensitive information. Same goes for
port  After injection occur, aireplay-ng will force that client to re- authentication again. It is important to know
and understand about all information from previous research and takes a consideration before develop this
project. Advantages of system are high throughput, scalability, availability, reliability and transparency.
Generates revenue â€” Captive portals can provide a direct means of generating revenue. Network monitoring
is use of system that constantly monitor computer network and then, notify network administrator if any
problem detect. Many students are consume a lot of data access for streaming video and surfing media social.
Many programmer also choose Linux because it is support multi-processing compare than other operating
system. The URL may vary depending on the specific model of the mobile device. More than one two-factor
authentication system require multiple token.


